The Journal of Open Source Software (JOSS) is a developer-friendly journal for research software packages. Requirements for submission:

- Your software should be open source as per the OSI definition.
- Your software should have a research application (i.e., be research software).
- You should be a major contributor to the software you are submitting.
- Your software should be a significant contribution to the available open-source software that either enables some new research challenges to be addressed or makes addressing research challenges significantly better (e.g., faster, easier, simpler).
- Your software should be feature complete—no half-baked solutions.

If you've already licensed your code and have good documentation then we expect that it should take less than an hour to prepare and submit your paper to JOSS.

Make software available in repository with OSI-approved license:
https://opensource.org/licenses

Author short Markdown paper: paper.md

Submit to JOSS by filling out short form

Editor assigns ≥1 reviewers, who review submission

Authors fix issues

Editor accepts paper, authors archive software

Paper published & receives JOSS DOI

JOSS Accepted

Number of accepted papers since JOSS’s creation. Total published: 493.

Further information

Journal home
http://joss.theoj.org/
Location of reviews
https://github.com/openjournals/joss-reviews
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Business model

JOSS is an open-access journal committed to running at minimal costs, with zero publication fees (article processing charges) or subscription fees. With volunteer effort from our editorial board, community reviewers, donations, and minimal infrastructure costs we believe JOSS can remain a free community service.

- Operating costs:
  - Annual maintenance: $225 / year
  - JOSS paper DOI: $1 / accepted paper
  - JOSS website hosting (Heroku): $35 / month

Cost per paper: $3.50 (assuming 200 papers per year)
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